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The perennial DSLR bestsellerÃ¢â‚¬â€•now expanded with more photography tips Digital SLR

Cameras & Photography For Dummies has remained the top-selling book on DSLR photography

since the first edition was published. Now in its Fifth Edition, itcovers the latest technologies in the

world of DSLR cameras and photography to help you master the techniques that will take your

digital photography skills to the next level. Written in plain English and complemented with full-color

photos, this hands-on, friendly guide covers the mechanics of the camera; exposure, lenses, and

composition; how to capture action, portrait, and low-light shots; editing and sharing images; tips for

improving your digital photography skills; and much more. Digital SLR cameras offer the

mechanisms and flexibility of traditional pro-level cameras with the instant results and output of

digital cameras. If you're a proud owner of a DSLR camera and want to take stunning shots that

were once only achievable by the pros, this is the guide you need. Written by one of the most

recognized authors in digital photography, this accessible resource makes it fast and easy to start

capturing professional-quality photos.  Full-color format helps bring the information to life Includes

coverage of the latest DSLR cameras to hit the market Provides a foundation on exposure settings,

file formats, and editing photos Offers expanded content on capturing the portraits, action shots,

nature shots, and night shots photographers love to take  If you're interested in capturing more than

just a "selfie" and truly want to hone the craft of digital SLR photography, Digital SLR Cameras and

Photography For Dummies sets you up for success.
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Learn to:  Buy the right dSLR for your needs Take control of your cameraÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s exposure

settings for better pictures Choose the right lens for your photo shoot  The perennial dSLR

bestsellerÃ¢â‚¬â€•now with more photography tips This bestselling guide covers the latest

technologies and techniques that will help you snap digital photos like a pro. Written in plain English

and illustrated with full-color photos, this hands-on, friendly guide makes it easy to take your dSLR

photography skills to the next level.  dSLR power! Ã¢â‚¬â€• find out why digital SLRs beat the pants

off both film and digital point-and-shoot cameras Get the gear Ã¢â‚¬â€• discover tripods, flashes,

mobile apps, and other accessories that take your dSLR to the next level Put it all together Ã¢â‚¬â€•

combine your new knowledge of your camera, lighting, and exposure for better portraits, sports, and

nature shots Shutter at the thought Ã¢â‚¬â€• learn how to continue the creative process with expert

tips on using the latest image editing software  Open the book and find:  The ways a dSLR improves

your photos Different ways to work with lenses The lowdown on external flash and lighting Expert

secrets on exposure Composition tips for portraiture, individuals, and group shots How to fix murky

photos, correct colors, and remove spots Tips on improving your photos after the shot Ten places to

share your digital photos

David D. Busch is one of the most recognized authors in digital photography. His four editions of

Digital SLR Cameras & Photography For Dummies have combined to sell over 300,000 copies.

Prior to becoming a full-time author, David was a professional photographer and photojournalist.

The author, David Busch, has done a wonderful job in detailing this book for a "hobbyist

photographer" like me. Years ago my first encounter with a DSLR was not one that I felt confident

about, so I decided take a class. I found that the class was dedicated to taking pictures and not

explaining the camera itself. I decided that I'd better stick to point and shoot. But more recently I

have since learned that there are so many types of photography which have captured my interest

and a better understanding of the DSLR camera, how it works and what it can add to the enjoyment

of working with such a multifaceted tool. Because of the 5th edition of David Busch's book I have

found answers, images and ideas that I can use to further my interest in using my DSLR to enhance

my interest and understanding of photography that I wasn't even aware of. I am now a very happy

"hobbyist".



After using an advanced amateur/semipro level film SLR for decades, I acquired a comparable

dSLR. David Busch supplied exactly the information that I needed to get up and running by

explaining--without extraneous information--the protocols of digital photography. It was "out of the

box" to "out taking photographs" in less than two hours. However, a friend who is planning to

upgrade from a film point and shoot camera to an entry level dSLR could not understand word one.

Caveat: You need to have a working knowledge of the way a SLR camera works in order to benefit

from this book.

So far, so good. I have just completed chapter one and have learned a lot. The think that I don't like

is that it is written for someone who already knows something about the subject. I assumed since it

was a "Dummies" book that it would be very elementary and it isn't quite as elementary as I had

hoped.

I will use this book often. It's written in a way that can be understood by beginners or anyone else

who wants to better understand the complexities of photography and equipment.

I thought I knew what I needed to know about photography but I decided to flip thru it because I am

giving it to my mother to go with her digital camera for xmas. I am totally amazed at how practical

and clear the instructions are. I might have to re read up on stuff myself.

Very helpful for amateur photographers.

This book was very informative to me. I don't classify myself as an amateur photographer so it helps

me understand things quite well.

Great book for beginners! It really goes into detail about all of the camera's functions. I purchased

this for a photography class and it helped reinforce the instructors lectures.
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